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DIRECTING SUN PANELS

GERRIT DRAISMA

1. Introduction

The quantity of sun light captured by sun panels depends on intensity and direction of solar radia-
tion, area of the panels, and the direction of the sun panels. In this note I want to find out how the
quantity of light captured by the panels depends on location and direction. Trigonometry and linear
algebra that we need is summarized in section 5.

It turns out that the quantity captured is best described in terms of three 3-dimensional vectors: P
the normal (perpendicular) of the panel, S the direction of the sun and L the direction of the zenith
at the location of the panels. As we are not interested in the size of the vectors, but only in their
direction it is convenient to have these vectors normalized, i.e., to have unit length. Let I0 be the
intensity of the sun light (kW per m2) and A be the area of the panel. As illustrated in Figure 1,
the light quantity captured by the panel, depends on the angle of the sunlight, with repect to P the
normal of the panel, and is proportional to the size of the projection of the sun direction vector S on
P , that is, proportional to the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. This size is equal to the
inproduct of the two vectors S′P . So, the energy potentially captured by the panel per second is given
by

(1.1) W = I0A(P ′S) = I0A cos ξ

At least this is what we will assume. In other words, we just consider the direct sun rays on sunny
days.

Clearly P follows the daily rotation of the earth around its axis, and S depends of time in the year
(this choice is arbitrary, and depends on the coordinate system one chooses). In the following we will
first study the situation on June 21, at noon, then look at the daily variation of radiation captured by
the panel, as a function of its ‘direction’, and next how this quantity varies over the year.

2. Incident radiation at noon on June 21

Let us assume it is noon (12.00hrs local time) on the June 21-st in Tilburg, located at a north
latitude of 52°. We will use the following coordinate system X,Y, Z: Z directed along the axis of the
earth (to the Pole star), X and Y in the equatorial plane, with X in the direction of the sun at noon,
and Y along the equator (west). This coordinate system is obtained from the local coordinate system
x–south, y–west, z–zenith by rotating the z zenith axis towards Z earth axis around the y = Y axis.
Figure 2 shows the X,Y, Z coordinate system and the three relevant vectors: S the direction of the
sun, P the perpendicular or normal of the panel, and L the direction of the zenith. First define the
relevant angles at June 21.

> alpha <- 52*degree

> beta <- (23+27/60)*degree

> gamma <- 17*degree

> delta <- 30*degree

> lambda <- 90*degree - alpha

> sigma <- 90*degree - beta # on June 21

With respect to the local coordinates P is obtained from z by rotation around the y axis with angle
γ (see Table 1), followed by a rotation around the z axis with angle δ. With respect to the local
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Figure 1. Effect of orientation of panel and sun on light quantity captured. The light
rays captured by the panel (blue rectangle) are those passing through the red rectangle
perpendicular to the direction of the sun rays. Shown are the sun direction vector S,
the normal of the panel P , and the projection of S on P (the dashed red arrow). The
ratio of the areas of the red and blue rectangles is equal to the ratio of the lengths of
S projected on P and P . This ratio is equal to the cosine of angle ξ, See equation (1.1).

coordinates x, y, z we have

(2.1) P =

sin γ cos δ
sin γ sin δ

cos γ

 .
See also the appendix, equations (5.7)-(5.8).

With respect to the global coordinates we find for P at noon

(2.2) P =

 cosλ 0 sinλ
0 1 0

− sinλ 0 cosλ

×
sin γ cos δ

sin γ sin δ
cos γ

 =

 cosλ(sin γ cos δ) + sinλ cos γ
sin γ sin δ

− sinλ(sin γ cos δ) + cosλ cos γ

 .
If we express P in terms of the angles φ = arccosP3 and ψ = arccos(P1/ sinφ), we find for P , L

and S on June 21-st at noon

(2.3) P =

sinφ cosψ
sinφ sinψ

cosφ

 , L =

sinλ
0

cosλ

 and S =

sinσ
0

cosσ


in global coordinates. The code below calculates the L, P and S vectors at noon on June 21, see
equations (2.2) and (2.3).

> L <- matrix(c(sin(lambda),0,cos(lambda)),3,1)

> # P in local coordinates
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Table 1. Variables and constants. Panel inclination and direction refer to the current
panels at Mozartlaan 795.

Symbol Value Meaning
Constants
α 52° Tilburg North latitude
β 23°27′ inclination of earth axis
γ 17° inclination of panel
δ 30° direction of panel inclination, angle with south di-

rection
A – panel area (m2)
I0 ?? intensity of solar radiation (Joule/sec/m2)
X,Y, Z coordinates Z corresponds to earth axis, X and Y are in the

equatorial plane
Variables
L Vector location (latitude) normal
λ 90°− α angle between Z and L
P Vector panel normal
φ depends on α, γ and δ angle between Z and P
ψ depends on α, γ and δ angle between X and P
S Vector sun direction
σ varying angle between Z and S, equal to 90° − β on June

21
ρ varying rotation angle of S due to daily rotation
ξ varying angle between sun direction S and P
t time of day (hour)
T time of year (day)

> P <- matrix(c(sin(gamma)*cos(delta),sin(gamma)*sin(delta),cos(gamma)),3,1)

> # in global coordinates

> P <- matrix(c(cos(lambda),0,-sin(lambda),0,1,0,sin(lambda),0,cos(lambda)),3,3)%*%P

> phi <- acos(P[3])

> psi <-acos(P[1]/sin(phi))

> S <- matrix(c(sin(sigma),0,cos(sigma)),3,1)

> xi <- acos(sum(P*S))

With the constants of Table 1 we find that on June 21 in Tilburg at noon the sun will at σ−λ ≈ 29°
from zenith, and angle ξ between S and P equals 16°and the panel will capture 96.1% of the radiation.
If the panel were inclined to the south, i.e., with δ = 0°, the angle would be 12°, and the panel would
capture 97.98% of the radiation.

3. Incident radiation and the daily rotation of the earth

And now the earth starts rotating around its axis, taking the P and L vectors with it, but more
conveniently we may take P and L fixed, and have S rotating from east to west, see Figure 3. How
does this affect the angles between the sun vector S and P and L? At time t we have a rotation of
angle ρ = ρ(t) = t−12

24 × 360° around the Z axis from the position shown in Figure 2.

(3.1) S(t) =

cos ρ − sin ρ 0
sin ρ cos ρ 0

0 0 1

× S(12) =

cos ρ sinσ
sin ρ sinσ

cosσ
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Figure 2. The main vectors on June 21 at noon in Tilburg (52° north latitude), with
panels inclined 17 degrees, facing the south west (γ = 17°, δ = 30°). Shown are the
zenith vector L, the sun direction S, and the normal to the panel surface P . The
indicated angles are: λ = (90− 52)° between the Z axis and the zenith L (determined
by the latitude); σ = 90°− 23°27′ between the Z axis and the sun direction S; φ ≈ 53°
between P and Z i.e., the inclination of the panel with respect to the earth axis Z;
and ψ ≈ 11° showing the rotation of the panels with respect to the X direction in the
equatorial plane. The black curves are part of the meridian and the latitude circle.
The angle between P and S is approximately 16°, i.e., the panel is capturing 96.1% of
the sun’s radiation intensity.

Now the inproducts S′P and S′L can be easily calculated from equation (2.3) as

P ′S(t) = cos(ρ− ψ) sinφ sinσ + cosφ cosσ(3.2)

L′S(t) = cos ρ sinλ sinσ + cosλ cosσ.(3.3)

Note that both functions have a part depending on rotation angle ρ and a constant part. The constant
part corresponds to the projections of S, P and L on the rotational axis Z, and the part varying with ρ
to the projections on the X,Y plane perpendicular to Z (see Figure 3). Figure 4 shows these functions.

> q<-data.frame(t=seq(0,24,by=0.5))

> q$rho<- with(q,(t-12)/24*pi*2)

> q$PS<-with(q,cos(rho-psi)*sin(phi)*sin(sigma) + cos(phi)*cos(sigma))

> q$LS<-with(q,cos(rho)*sin(lambda)*sin(sigma)+cos(lambda)*cos(sigma))

> # sunup sun down and on right side of panel

> rho <- rbind(acos(-1/tan(lambda)/tan(sigma)),

+ acos(-1/tan(phi)/tan(sigma)))

> rho1<- max(c(0,psi)-rho)

> rho2<- min(c(0,psi)+rho)
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Figure 3. Daily and yearly rotation of the sun. In the left diagram are shown the
location vector L and the sun direction S drawn at noon time on June 21. L and S
make angles λ = 37°60′, respectively σ = 66°33′, with the earth axis Z. S is rotating
around Z in 24 hours. By day the inproduct L′S is positive, at night it is negative. The
right diagram shows the earth axis Z and the sun direction S on June 21. S rotating
around the z axis in 365 days. In the coordinate system (x, y, z) z is perpendicular to
the ecliptical plane, x points to the sun on June 21, and y is perpendicular to both.
The earth axis Z makes an angle β = 23°27′ with the z axis. In summer the inproduct
Z ′S is positive, in winter it is negative, and the sun is above the North, respectively
the South, hemisphere.

> t1 <- 12+rho1/2/pi*24

> t2 <- 12+rho2/2/pi*24

What is the total energy captured on this day? It is given by the integral of the expression in
equation (3.2) over the period that the sun is up, i.e., L′S(t) > 0, and the sun is on the right side of
the panel, i.e., P ′S(t) > 0:

Q(June 21) = AI0

∫ t2

t1

cos(ρ(t)− ψ) sinφ sinσ + cosφ cosσ dt(3.4)

= AI0
24

2π

(
sinφ sinσ

∫ ρ2

ρ1

cos(ρ− ψ) dρ+ cosφ cosσ(ρ2 − ρ1)
)

(3.5)

= AI0
24

2π

(
sinφ sinσ(sin(ρ2 − ψ)− sin(ρ1 + ψ)) + cosφ cosσ(ρ2 − ρ1)

)
,(3.6)
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Figure 4. Inproducts P ′S(t) and L′S(t) on June 21. These are equal to the cosine
of the angles between the respective vectors. The panel P ′S(t) curve lags behind due
to the south-west orientation (δ = 30°) of the panel. For light to be captured both
inproducts have to be positive. The vertical lines delimited the time that this is the
case. The area under the blue P ′S(t) graph between these vertical lines is proportional
to the total energy captured during the day.

where ρ1 and ρ2 or t1 and t2 follow from solving the equations P ′S = 0, and L′S = 0, see equations (3.2)
and (3.3):

ρ1 = max
(
ψ − arccos

−1

tanφ tanσ
,− arccos

−1

tanλ tanσ

)
(3.7)

ρ2 = min
(
ψ + arccos

−1

tanφ tanσ
, arccos

−1

tanλ tanσ

)
.(3.8)

> Q <- 24/2/pi *(sin(phi)*sin(sigma)*(sin(rho2-psi)-sin(rho1-psi)) +

+ cos(phi)*cos(sigma)*(rho2-rho1))

On June 21 we find that our panel catches sun rays from t1 = 5h27m in the morning till t2 = 19h57m
in the evening, catching at total radiation of Q = 8.77×AI0 kWh (or whatever units are used), which
is 37% of the potential daily radiation (24×AI0).

4. Radiation and the yearly movement of the sun

As the earth rotates around the sun, the angle σ between its axis and the direction of the sun
changes. With respect to the coordinate system x, y, z, with z perpendicular to the plane of yearly
rotation, x the direction of the sun on June 21, and y perpendicular to both, the earth axis Z is given
by (sinβ, 0, cosβ)′, and the sun direction S by (1, 0, 0)′, see Figure 3. In terms of these coordinates
the sun vector is rotating with angle τ(T ) = (T − 173)/365× 360°, and will be (cos τ, sin τ, 0)′ at day
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Figure 5. Inproducts P ′S(t) and L′S(t) on December 21 (winter solstice), March
21 (spring equinox), June 21 (summer solstice) and September 21 (autumn equinox).
Panel orientation current : inclination γ = 17°0′, direction δ = 29°60′. For light to be
captured both inproducts have to be positive. The vertical lines delimited the time
that this is the case. The area under the blue graph of P ′S(t) between the vertical
lines is proportional to the total energy captured during the day.

of the year T . The angle σ between the earth axis Z and S is given by

(4.1) cosσ(T ) = Z ′S(T ) = sinβ cos τ(T ) = cos(90°− β) cos τ(T ) = cosσ(June 21 = 173) cos τ(T )

We can now plot the L′S and P ′S functions for any day in the year, see Figure 5. And we can calculate
the daily radiation Q = Q(T ) captured, see (3.6), for any day. The results for Dec 21, Mar 21, Jun 21
and Dec 21 are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Daily radiation captured and time of the year. Sigma (σ) is the angle
between sun direction and the axis of the earth, measured in degrees. Radiation may
be captured from t1 to t2. Q is in relative units compared to a total radiation of 24
units.

σ t1 t2 Q
Dec 21 113°27′ 8h15m 15h45m 2.81
Mar 21 90°0′ 6h42m 18h0m 6.07
Jun 21 66°33′ 5h27m 19h57m 8.77
Sep 21 90°0′ 6h42m 18h0m 6.07

Evaluating equation (3.6) for all 365 days of the year and summing up gives us the quantity of
sunlight potentially captured at given location and positioning of the panel. The capture function
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below returns the daily quantities for any period of the year, and can be used to optimize panel
inclination γ and orientation δ for any location λ.

> capture <- function(lambda, gamma, delta,T){

+ phi <- acos(-sin(lambda)*(sin(gamma) *cos(delta)) + cos(lambda)*cos(gamma))

+ psi <- acos((cos(lambda)*(sin(gamma)*cos(delta))+sin(lambda)*cos(gamma))/sin(phi))

+ tau <- (T-365/2+10)/365*2*pi

+ sigma <- acos(sin(beta)*cos(tau))

+ # sunup sun down and on right side of panel

+ rho <- rbind(acos(-1/tan(lambda)/tan(sigma)),

+ acos(-1/tan(phi)/tan(sigma)))

+ rho1<- apply(c(0,psi)-rho,MARGIN=2,max)

+ rho2<- apply(c(0,psi)+rho,MARGIN=2,min)

+ Q <- 24/2/pi *(sin(phi)*sin(sigma)*(sin(rho2-psi)-sin(rho1-psi)) +

+ cos(phi)*cos(sigma)*(rho2-rho1))

+ Q

+ }

We use the optim function in R to maximize the sum of capture on day 1 to 365.

> x <- optim(par=c(gamma,delta),fn=function(x,lambda,T){

+ -sum(capture(lambda,gamma=x[1],delta=x[2],T))},

+ lambda=lambda,T=1:365)

Table 3. Panel inclination γ and orientation δ and sun light captured per year Q for
three locations at Mozartlaan 795, and the optimal inclination and orientation of panels

γ (°) δ (°) Q
Current location 17 30 2166

Roof (east) 45 -60 2200
Roof (west) 45 120 1217

Optimal 48 -0 2577

Table 3 presents these quantities for three locations: the current location on flat roof of the garage,
the roof of the house (east and west side), comparing them to the optimal inclination and orientation.
The actual locations are suboptimal capturing 84, 85, respectively 47% of the quantity captured with
optimal inclination and orientation. As shown in Figure 6, with the optimal orientation, the radiation
captured in summer is not so much different than with the current orientation, but from September
to March the more radiation will be captured, mainly due to the larger inclination.

5. Mathematical appendix

A vector is a quantity with a direction. In two (three) dimensions it can be specified by two
(three) numbers, e.g. V = (x, y) ( or (x, y, z)). In applications vectors are defined with reference to a
coordinate system or base. And the vector V can be seen as the sum of two vectors from the base

(5.1) V =

[
x
y

]
= x

[
1
0

]
+ y

[
0
1

]
=

[
x
0

]
+

[
0
y

]
.

The length of a vector |V | follows from Pythagoras’ law

(5.2) |V | =
√
x2 + y2.

When we are just interested in the direction of a vector and not its size or length, we may normalize
it by dividing the components x and y (and z if necessary) by the length of the vector. Normalized
vectors have length 1.
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Figure 6. Inproducts P ′S(t) and L′S(t) on December 21 (winter solstice), March
21 (spring equinox), June 21 (summer solstice) and September 21 (autumn equinox).
Panel orientation optimal : inclination γ = 48°20′, direction δ = −1°59′. For light to
be captured both inproducts have to be positive. The vertical lines delimited the time
that this is the case. The area under the blue graph of P ′S(t) between the vertical
lines is proportional to the total energy captured during the day.

We defined vector V with reference to a orthogonal base as the sum of two vectors along the axes
of the coordinate system. This is called a Cartesian coordinate system. Alternative we may define V
by the angle α with the x-axis, and its length |V |, that is, in polar coordinates. The two expressions
are related by

(5.3) V =

[
x
y

]
=

[
|V | cosα
|V | sinα

]
.

In three dimensions polar coordinates have two angles and a length.
In three dimensions the orientation of planes is specified most easily by one vector: the normal of

the plane, which is perpendicular to the plane. In Figure 1.1 P is the normal of the panel plane and
L is the normal of the earth surface at the given location.

The inproduct V ′W of two vectors V = (x, y) and W = (u, v) is given by

(5.4) V ′W ≡ xu+ yv = |V ||W | cosφ.

That is, the inproduct is obtained by multiplying the corresponding dimensions of the two vectors,
and taking the sum of the products. As indicated by the second equal sign, the inproduct is equal to
the cosine of the angle between the vectors, multiplied by their lengths, which are 1 for normalized
vectors. The inproduct can be used to calculate the angle between two vectors. From equation (5.4)
we have φ = arccos[(V ′W )/(|V ||W |)]. For angles smaller than 90°, the inproduct is positive and for
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angles larger than 90°the inproduct is negative. When the inproduct is zero, the vectors are at right
angles.

The inproduct is used to calculate projections. For instance, the the projection of S on P in
Figure 1 is (P ′S)P . Figures 3 and 4 show how the daily rotation of the sun affects the inproduct L′S,
determining the height of the sun at different day times. Figure 3 also shows the yearly movement of
the sun, determining Z ′S or the position of the sun with respect to the equator at differ

Rotation of vector V = (x, y) can be most easily understood by rotating the orthogonal components
(x, 0) and (0, y), and adding the result. If we rotate V = (x, y) over an angle φ, the result
(5.5)

R(V, φ) = R
([
x
y

]
, φ
)

= R
([
x
0

]
, φ
)

+R
([

0
y

]
, φ
)

=

[
x cosφ
x sinφ

]
+

[
−y sinφ
y cosφ

]
=

[
x cosφ− y sinφ
x sinφ+ y cosφ

]
.

Rotations and other transformations are usually written in matrix notation:

(5.6) R(V, φ) = Rφ ×
[
x
y

]
=

[
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ

]
×
[
x
y

]
=

[
x cosφ− y sinφ
x sinφ+ y cosφ

]
.

The matrix Rφ is called a rotation matrix. In three dimensions rotations we may keep one dimension
fixed, the rotational axis and apply equation (5.6) to the remaining two dimensions. Take for instance
the calculation of the panel normal P in equation (2.1). Starting with a unit vector pointing upward
to the zenith, we rotate around the y or (east-west) axis with angle −γ. The result is rotated around
the z axis with angle δ. The (0, 0, 1) vector is multiplied successive with a rotation matrix keeping y
fixed with angle −γ and a rotation matrix keeping z constant with angle δ.

P =

cos δ − sin δ 0
sin δ cos δ 0

0 0 1

×
cos−γ 0 − sin−γ

0 1 0
sin−γ 0 cos−γ

×
0

0
1

(5.7)

=

cos δ − sin δ 0
sin δ cos δ 0

0 0 1

×
sin γ

0
cos γ

 =

cos δ sin γ
sin δ sin γ

cos γ

(5.8)

as in equation (2.1).


